LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS
Dear Shareholder,
The past year has been characterised by the Covid-19 pandemic and its devastating effects on our economy
and the livelihood of our people.
Against this backdrop, PSG Group Ltd (“PSG” or “the company”) celebrated its 25th birthday in November
2020, which understandably was a muted affair. The pandemic and associated lockdown measures wreaked
havoc not only in South Africa, but across the globe. While being in the middle of a crisis, it is always difficult to
remain optimistic. This is no different to the feeling most people experienced during the Global Financial Crisis
in 2008, and yet certain sectors in most countries recovered fairly quickly. At the time of writing this letter, we
have seen a recovery in several sectors in South Africa, although many industries remain severely compromised
with tourism and hospitality in particular suffering due to the ongoing travel bans to and from South Africa.
THE SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY
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Above graph reflects the annual GDP growth since PSG was started in 1995, which can be split into the
following distinct periods:
•
•

•

Up until the Global Financial Crisis in 2008, South Africa’s average GDP growth was 3,6% per annum,
while there was a golden period from say 2004 to 2008 when GDP growth averaged 5% per annum;
Post the Global Financial Crisis, South Africa entered an era characterised by widespread corruption and
state capture, which saw economic growth slowing to approximately 2,3% per annum, with it decreasing
to a mere 0,7% per annum from 2016 onwards;
In 2020, GDP contracted by 7% pursuant to the Covid-19 pandemic.

It has clearly been a tough operating environment in South Africa the last five years with hardly any economic
growth. One can complain about the macro environment, but in reality there is very little one can do about it.
Instead, we choose to remain focused on building our businesses and outperforming the competition while
contributing to the economy and the country as a whole. The fact that we are predominantly South Africa-focused
has served us well – it allowed our management teams to focus on their core markets and to be more agile to
adapt to changing circumstances, while many other South African companies that invested offshore suffered
the consequences of being too far removed from their business. Although trading conditions have been far
from ideal, we must be brutally honest and admit to having scored a few own goals with some early-stage
investments, albeit small, which are still not performing to our expectation. We have largely addressed these
issues and look forward to a better contribution from the relevant companies in the foreseeable future.
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SUM-OF-THE-PARTS (“SOTP”) VALUE AND THE CAPITEC UNBUNDLING
One of PSG’s most prevalent challenges is the discount at which the company’s share price continues to trade
to its SOTP value –
PSG Group share price vs SOTP value per share over the past five years
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Since we started tracking PSG’s SOTP value, for the most part it traded close to its SOTP value per share and
even at a premium thereto from time to time. The discount predicament became more evident when PSG’s
second largest shareholder had to sell its approximately 25% interest for liquidity purposes.
Shortly thereafter, Viceroy launched an unwarranted attack to discredit Capitec, with PSG’s share price tumbling
along with that of Capitec. Having demonstrated to the investor community that the Viceroy attack was
without merit, Capitec’s share price recovered – however, PSG’s share price discount largely remained at the
25-30% levels, mainly attributable to PSG’s investment portfolio being overweight in Capitec. This was further
exacerbated by Capitec, our largest investment by some margin, continuing to outperform the remainder of
PSG’s portfolio. Curro in particular was finding the operating environment difficult (even so in the two years
preceding the Covid-19 pandemic) with increasing bad debts and a significant increase in school leavers, mainly
due to affordability challenges pursuant to the consumer being under pressure. With investor expectations
not being met, Curro’s share price declined significantly from more than R50 per share in December 2017 to a
low of ~R5 per share in March 2020. As a result, PSG essentially became a proxy for Capitec and often traded
below the value of its holding in Capitec alone. It became evident that it was going to be very difficult to
rebalance the portfolio and more drastic action was required. On top of it and as comprehensively discussed
in last year’s Letter to Shareholders, PSG was facing a significant administrative and regulatory compliance
burden should it be classified as belonging to a financial conglomerate by the Prudential Authority because
of its shareholding in Capitec, which would ultimately impact on its ability to operate as a dynamic and nimble
investment holding company.
PSG has always stated that our main objective is to create wealth for shareholders on a per share basis. We as
management are therefore not striving to build the largest company, but rather to maximize returns for our
shareholders on a per share basis. Although there certainly are benefits to being a larger company, it does
not take precedence over maximising shareholder wealth. Size makes it easier to raise debt and it allows for
building businesses through early-stage investing in accordance with our investment philosophy. Being an
anchor shareholder to our investees, allows them to focus on their business instead of spending wasteful time
on ever-increasing red tape. The significant discount at which PSG continued to trade at, coupled with the
potential administration and compliance burden associated with regulatory supervision, necessitated more
drastic action from a value-unlocking perspective. A decision such as the unbundling of Capitec may have
appeared simple from the outside; however, in reality it was extremely complicated as there were a myriad of
variables requiring consideration other than regulatory requirements, especially as the Covid-19 pandemic
then expanded to South Africa.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
Following months of assessment and deliberations, the PSG board came to the decision to unbundle an
effective 26,4% interest in Capitec, with each PSG shareholder receiving 14 Capitec shares for every 100 PSG
shares held in August 2020. In the process, we unlocked significant value of more than R12bn or R59 per
PSG share for shareholders based on the share prices as at the end of February 2020 – holding true to our
core objective of creating value for shareholders on a per share basis. Had PSG shareholders retained their
unbundled Capitec shares, the value-unlock approximated R16bn or R75 per PSG share at the time of writing
this letter. The theoretical combined PSG share price of R312 (i.e. PSG’s ruling ex-Capitec share price plus the
unbundling ratio of 0,14 applied to the ruling Capitec share price) marked a record high.
The table below details the changes in our SOTP value:

Asset/(liability)
PSG Konsult*
Curro*
Capitec*
Zeder*
PSG Alpha (2010: Paladin Capital incl. Curro)
CA&S**
Evergreen^
Stadio*
Energy Partners^
Optimi^
Other investments^
Less: Minority shareholding held by PSG
Alpha management
Dipeo^
Other net assets
Cash^^
Pref investments and loans receivable^^
PSG Corporate^
Other^^+
Total assets
Perpetual pref funding*
Other debt^^
Total SOTP value

28 Feb
2010
Rm

29 Feb
2020
Rm

28 Feb
2021
Rm

Share
of total

948
2 367
742
834

6 399
2 604
46 130
3 173
3 618

7 282
3 588
2 190
1 983
3 842

35%
17%
10%
9%
18%

834

1 130
975
662
118
305
499

1 126
869
865
305
296
446

(71)

(65)

761

879

2 020

(23)
284
361
139

187
542

1 646
733

5 652

62 803

(541)
(539)

(1 463)
(1 020)

4 572

60 320

150

11%

(359)
20 905

100%

(1 132)
19 773

Shares in issue (net of treasury shares) (m)

171,9

218,2

209,8

SOTP value per share (R)

26,60

276,43

94,24

Share price (R)

22,05

186,60

66,51

* Listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (“JSE”) ** Listed on the Botswana Stock Exchange (“BSE”) and 4 Africa Exchange (“4AX”)
^ Internal valuation ^^ Carrying value
+ The 28 Feb 2021 balance includes a capital gains tax provision in respect of the retained Capitec interest disposed of subsequent to year-end.
Note: PSG’s live SOTP containing further information is available at www.psggroup.co.za

We highlight the 2010 SOTP as the current executive team has effectively been in charge of PSG since 2010.
total return index (“TRI”) is calculated by taking cognisance of share price appreciation, dividends, and other
distributions. The growth in PSG’s TRI over the past 11 years until 28 February 2021 was 28,6% per annum.
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Despite the significant value-unlock pursuant to the Capitec unbundling and PSG having repurchased 3,8% of
its shares in issue during the past financial year, PSG unfortunately still finds itself trading at a sizeable discount
of around 30% to its SOTP value. This is far from ideal and management continues to investigate various
alternatives to help reduce the discount. However, it is obvious that the market determines PSG’s share price
and ultimately the discount. PSG is also not in a unique position seeing that virtually all investment holding
companies are trading at significant discounts to their underlying value.
Listed below are the primary reasons why we believe investment holding companies are trading at such
substantial discounts, as well as our thoughts thereon –
Permanent capital:
Unit trust investors can exit their investment at any time at the ruling SOTP value. Private equity funds have
a finite investment horizon (typically ranging between 8-12 years), whereafter the fund is liquidated and the
investment repaid to the investor. However, in the case of investment holding companies, investors are locked
in as they can only exit at the ruling share price, which may trade at a discount.
Our response
PSG is a long-term investor – not a permanent investor. Being a long-term investor allows for flexibility in our
investment approach as one is not subject to prudential limits and can accordingly hold on to your winners.
Furthermore, it also allows for investment in early-stage businesses which requires a longer timeframe to
establish and come to fruition. PSG has clearly demonstrated its ability to create value for shareholders by
investing in and helping to grow early-stage investments into successful businesses, and to sell/distribute
investments when opportune.
Fee/cost structures:
The investor community often argues that because investment holding companies have permanent capital, they
are not incentivised to grow on a per share basis or on a TRI basis. Instead, they focus on growing their asset
base, especially if they charge fees based on total assets which will likely translate into greater remuneration
for management. Again, investors argue that, because investment holding companies have permanent capital,
such fees are earned in perpetuity.
Our response
PSG does not charge investors a fee to manage its underlying assets. Our head office costs to manage PSG and
PSG Alpha’s investments (post the Capitec unbundling) constituted approximately 0,36% of PSG’s SOTP value or
0,51% of its market capitalisation as at 28 February 2021 – which are considered reasonable when compared to
the fund management industry which generally charges fees well in excess of 1% of assets under management.
Poor investment decisions by investment holding companies:
Although this does not apply to all investment holding companies, the reality is that some investment holding
companies have made poor investment decisions in recent years – with the effect thereof perpetuated by
the challenging trading conditions. Some of such poor decision-making could well have been as a result of
certain investment holding companies electing to re-invest substantial levels of cash instead of returning it to
shareholders, whereby the asset base and related fee income would have reduced accordingly. This in some
instances contributed to poor investment decision-making which unfortunately had a negative impact on the
market rating of investment holding companies in general.
Our response
Unlike some investment holding companies, PSG does not earn management fees based on total assets.
PSG accordingly did not shy away from doing what is best for shareholders by unbundling its most successful
investment being Capitec, thereby unlocking significant value for shareholders, albeit that it reduced the size
of PSG’s investment portfolio substantially. Although we have also made our fair share of poor investment
decisions, by and large our investment portfolio (excluding Capitec) has consistently outperformed the JSE
All Share Index, having delivered approximately 15% per annum since February 2010.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
Too many listed entry points:
In the case of investment holding companies that have significant listed investments, investors do not have to
invest into the investment holding company to gain exposure to the underlying listed investments. Instead,
they can simply construct their own portfolio according to their preferred weighting based on their assessment
of value by investing in the listed investments directly.
Our response
This is a legacy issue for PSG with most of its major investments being listed on the JSE. It would, however,
be very difficult to address in the short term as taking any of the listed investments private would require
significant capital. Should investors opt to invest directly into PSG’s underlying listed investments, they will
not get exposure to the optionality underlying its portfolio of high-growth potential unlisted investments –
however, their counter argument could well be that such weighting is relatively small compared to the size of
PSG’s total SOTP assets (approximately 9%).
Tax legislation pertaining to investment holding companies:
The investment holding company tax trap:
R

Capital invested

100,00

Investment via holding company
Growth

50,0%

50,00

Less: capital gains tax (“CGT”)

22,4%

(11,20)

Sub-total
Less: dividend withholding tax (“DWT”)

38,80
20,0%

Growth (net of CGT and DWT)

(7,76)
31,04

Investment in own name
Growth

50,0%

Less: CGT at maximum effective rate

18,0%

Growth (net of CGT)
Improvement when invested in own name

50,00
(9,00)
41,00
32,1%

Above is a simple calculation illustrating the tax effects of holding an investment directly as opposed to holding
it through an investment holding company. Holding it directly results in a 32,1% higher return upon disposal
of such investment owing to the negative tax consequences emanating from investment holding company
structures (with the company attracting higher CGT on disposal and the distribution of the after-tax gains
being subject to DWT). However, this calculation ignores, for example, the value-add investment services
provided by investment holding companies and that individuals cannot access its private investments directly.
Changes to tax legislation pertaining to unbundlings:
Most investment holding companies used to argue that it was not necessary to provide for CGT in its SOTP
value calculations as one could unbundle listed investments in terms of the rollover tax relief provisions in
the Income Tax Act without the unbundling company incurring any tax liability. However, during 2020 certain
amendments were made to the provisions of such rollover tax relief provisions whereby it would in certain
circumstances no longer apply to unbundling transactions entered into on or after 28 October 2020 insofar it
relates to specific shareholders (i.e. so-called disqualified persons). Based on PSG’s current shareholding and
our understanding, only the PIC would be regarded as a disqualified person for such purpose. However, any
potential tax liability (if any) relating to such disqualified-person shareholder(s), remains difficult to determine
at present as it will depend on the specifics at such time in future.
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THE PAST YEAR IN ACTION
At the time of writing last year’s Letter to Shareholders, the Covid-19 pandemic was already raging unabated
and the Capitec unbundling had just been announced. We correctly anticipated that PSG might continue
to trade at a sizable discount to its SOTP value, which would effectively close the equity markets for capital
raisings. Furthermore, with our asset base reducing significantly pursuant to the Capitec unbundling, our
debt raising capacity would be extremely limited. It was evident that PSG would be a significantly different
and smaller business going forward, and accordingly we directed our immediate focus to maintain a healthy
liquidity position to –
•
•
•

Reduce PSG’s term debt and remain in a position to service the bi-annual dividend payable in respect
of the perpetual prefs;
Continue supporting our key investments if required for existing operations and/or bolt-on acquisition
opportunities; and
Potentially make new investments which fit our investment philosophy and show promise to flourish in
the emerging new economy post Covid-19.

We believe that we have largely achieved our goals:
•

•

•

•
•

PSG’s cash position was bolstered significantly by the following transactions during the financial year
ended February 2021 –
– PSG received a special dividend of R1,7bn cash pursuant to Zeder’s disposal of its investment in
Pioneer Foods to PepsiCo; and
– Of the 4,3% Capitec interest representing 4,9m shares retained by PSG, 3,3m shares were sold for
R2,9bn cash net of costs and CGT paid.
This enabled PSG to –
– Early-settle its only remaining term debt comprising redeemable pref shares amounting to R1bn;
– Invest a further R1,05bn in Curro’s non-renounceable rights issue at R8,07 per share, thereby increasing
PSG’s interest in Curro from 55% to 60%, having underwritten R1,15bn of the R1,5bn raised;
– Repurchase 8,4m shares (or 3,8% of PSG’s total number of shares in issue, net of treasury shares) at
an average price of R54,73 per share for a total consideration of R459m, thereby taking advantage
of the discount which PSG trades at – a strategy which is always available, subject to the discount
and circumstances at the time; and
– Invest an additional R156m in Energy Partners to help fund the growth in its investment book.
PSG revisited the strategic objectives of its investee companies and assessed how they might possibly be
affected by the severe downturn in the economy following the Covid-19 lockdown. Although it was not
possible to accurately predict the extent of the damage to the economy, PSG performed various scenario
analyses to stress test its investee companies’ resilience to ensure they were sufficiently capitalised to
weather the Covid-19 storm. Obviously, a significant third wave (and any subsequent waves) could have
a detrimental effect on the economy and our investments, but we firmly believe we are better prepared
with a more thorough understanding of the “new” operating environment. We hope that government will
also play its part to responsibly combat the pandemic with due consideration to the potential economic
fallout associated with poorly justified lockdown restrictions.
Numerous of our investees are considering investment opportunities, which will likely require capital
from our side.
We have, however, not been actively looking for new investment opportunities at group level (although
we have encouraged our investee companies to explore opportunities available in the market) as our
focus was primarily directed to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated lockdowns on our
existing portfolio, and we believed it would be unwise to pursue significant new investments with there
being so much uncertainty.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
REPURCHASE OF PSG FINANCIAL SERVICES PERPETUAL PREF SHARES (“PSL PREFS”)
After year-end, we announced that we intend to repurchase all the JSE-listed PSL prefs for a total cash
consideration of approximately R1,5bn.
We issued the first tranche of PSL prefs in 2004. Since then, both the issuers and holders of such perpetual
prefs have gained a much better understanding of this instrument. Changes in tax legislation such as the
transition from secondary tax on companies (“STC”) to a DWT regime, including the subsequent increase in
the DWT rate, have had a significant negative impact on perpetual pref investors with them being worse off by
approximately 11% as a result. Furthermore, perpetual prefs appear to be priced as mezzanine/subordinated
debt with such prefs on average trading at 136% of prime after tax (i.e. 188% of prime pre tax).
From a PSG perspective, we can refinance the perpetual prefs by introducing debt at significantly lower rates
of say 65% – 75% of prime, if required. As such, we have resolved to make an offer to repurchase and delist
all the PSL prefs in issue by way of a scheme of arrangement for an aggregate cash consideration of R81 per
share plus an amount equal to the preference dividend that would have been calculated on the preference
share up to the scheme record date that has not been declared and paid. Our offer represents a premium
of approximately 23% to the clean PSL pref price of R65,88 as at the close of business on 8 April 2021 and
will afford PSL pref shareholders the opportunity to reinvest such proceeds into other listed perpetual prefs
generally yielding a similar rate of return to the PSL prefs (calculated prior to the announcement of our offer),
thereby effectively achieving an increase in yield.
Subject to the required approvals being obtained, we expect to finalise this transaction during August 2021.
REVIEW OF OUR UNDERLYING INVESTMENTS
Zeder
Zeder undertook significant corporate action during the financial year under review –
•
•

It disposed of its shareholdings in Pioneer Foods and Quantum Foods for R6,4bn and R308m cash,
respectively; and
It utilised most of such cash proceeds to i) repay all its term debt amounting to R1,5bn, ii) repurchase
R426m of Zeder shares, also taking advantage of the discount at which the company trades relative to
its SOTP value and iii) pay a significant special dividend of R3,9bn during April 2020.

Zeder’s investees performed admirably during the past financial year aided by favourable agricultural conditions
and having been largely able to continue operating as providers of essential services/goods, despite the
Covid-19-induced lockdowns.
After year-end, Zeder published a cautionary announcement stating that it had been approached by numerous
parties interested to potentially acquire some of its assets. Zeder management advised that they are reviewing
and engaging with such parties and will revert to the market if there is meaningful progress in this regard.
In the meanwhile, Zeder will continue to focus on growing the respective underlying businesses.
PSG Konsult
PSG Konsult is an independent advice-led financial services business employing approximately 932 advisors.
Its operating model and organic growth strategy continued to prove its resilience with PSG Konsult having
reported a 10% increase in recurring headline earnings per share totaling R703m for the financial year under
review – a noteworthy achievement considering the negative impact that Covid-19 had on the financial
sector. The PSG Wealth and PSG Insure divisions delivered strong growth, while PSG Asset Management was
adversely impacted by challenging market conditions during the past year. PSG Konsult’s total assets under
management of R268bn as at the end of February 2021 and its healthy short-term insurance book continue
to provide it with strong annuity income.
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Curro
Although Curro’s business was severely impacted by Covid-19 in the past year due to higher bad debts, fee
discounts and the loss of learners in particularly the pre-school business, its digital preparedness proved
top-notch. Curro remains committed to making quality education more accessible to learners in southern
Africa and accordingly launched Curro Online in 2020, an online school already serving more than 600 learners
from Grades 4 to 10. The digital adaptation by learners, teachers and parents will enable Curro to introduce
invaluable digital innovation significantly faster than what was previously envisaged. Curro is suitably positioned
for future growth with 66 153 learners enrolled for the 2021 year as at the end of February 2021, representing
a 9% increase compared to the average learners in 2020.
Stadio
Stadio saw a 10% increase to just over 35 000 students for its financial year ended December 2020. Stadio’s
digital preparedness also served them well, contributing to their 31% increase in core headline earnings per
share. In late 2020, it merged four of its underlying brands into a single brand, Stadio. Following the merger,
it operates three accredited higher education businesses, namely Stadio, Milpark Education and AFDA. As in
previous years, Stadio continued to increase their product offering with the accreditation of new degrees
and courses.
CA&S
After experiencing a challenging first half last year because of, inter alia, the Covid-19-induced prohibition of
alcohol sales and limitations on the cross border movement of goods, CA&S did well to recover in the second
half of the year to marginally increase headline earnings per share for their financial year ended December 2020.
Evergreen
During the past year, Evergreen’s focus was largely to help protect their retiree clients from the coronavirus. As a
result, Evergreen slowed down certain development projects with unit sales lagging pre-Covid-19 targets due
to a depressed residential property market and stringent health safety protocols limiting marketing activities as
fewer prospective clients were allowed on-site for viewing purposes. From a valuation perspective, Evergreen
decreased the average value of their villages by approximately 5% in the past year.
Energy Partners
The new Energy Partners management team has made good progress to address significant legacy managerial
and operational issues. They have refocused the business into four core divisions and either closed or sold
non-core businesses. In addition, shareholders recapitalized the business with a further R200m together with
a simplification of its capital structure. We believe we can now look forward to growth as the business is well
positioned to take advantage of the deregulation of the energy sector. Energy Partners’ asset book increased
by R130m to R430m during the year under review, and its work-in-progress of R85m and healthy pipeline of
prospective assets hold promise.
Optimi
Optimi’s business is focused on reducing the cost of education through digital delivery. They now service
over 200 000 learners per annum through various channels. Covid-19 to some extent appears to have been
a catalyst for future growth as Optimi’s product offering is now widely accepted being well suited to a more
digital future. Optimi achieved a 44% increase in recurring earnings for its financial year ended December 2020.
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE (“ESG”)
ESG is at the core of what we do. Our investments contribute positively to the economy and society at large as
they employ people and pay significant tax, be it corporate tax, VAT, personal income tax, customs and excise
duties, etc. All our investments operate in a socially responsible manner and often in industries doing good.
Curro, Stadio and Optimi assist the government to educate South Africans, while former president Nelson
Mandela’s words ring true – “education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”.
Energy Partners is actively involved in generating green energy and in implementing energy-reducing solutions.
Zeder invests in agriculture to help ensure food security and the industry is a key provider of employment to
our country. Evergreen has a vision to change the retirement landscape in South Africa by providing beautiful
accommodation and world class facilities and services to all its residents. This is becoming increasingly
important in the context of a global ageing population.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
We have been asked many times whether it is moral to operate education businesses with a profit motive.
South Africa’s annual basic education budget is around R265bn serving approximately 12m learners, thereby
implying an annual spend of R22 000 per learner. However, for many reasons South Africa’s education system is
significantly lagging the rest of the world and the throughput of learners from Grade 1 to Matric is far below what
is considered reasonable. Non-profit private schools are admirable and serve a purpose, but are largely built
by a specific community to serve it alone, and hardly ever build further schools. They are inevitably expensive
as they have no scale benefits and are often not cost conscious. On the contrary, for-profit schools are funded
by third parties requiring a return on their investment, and such schools are therefore incentivised to expand
their footprint in order to reap the benefits of scale. Curro has grown from a single school in Durbanville to
178 schools country-wide, thereby significantly alleviating the education burden on government. Furthermore,
it does not exclusively build schools serving the higher LSM brackets, but constantly drives to reduce the cost
of education to make it more accessible to the less fortunate. As an example, its Delft Digi-Ed school charges
R20 500 per annum for a high school learner, which is below the average government spend of R22 000 on
each learner – this while Curro must provide shareholders with a return whereas government operates at
breakeven. It is evident that Curro has invested significant capital to make a substantial contribution to society
by educating the South African youth. In conclusion, providing a service to meet one of the most basic and
essential needs, certainly can never be immoral – irrespective of having a profit motive or not.
Please refer to PSG’s ESG Report on page 30 for further details of the group’s corporate social initiatives.
PROSPECTS
Despite obvious challenges, PSG believes its investment portfolio is suitably positioned to capitalise on an
improvement in trading conditions. Although PSG continues to trade at a sizeable discount to its SOTP value
per share, PSG remains focused on its objective to create wealth for shareholders on a per share basis by
growing its underlying investments and pursuing value-unlocking initiatives to the extent possible.
A WORD OF THANKS
A sincere thank you to all employees and the various management teams throughout our group for the way
in which they adapted and rose to the challenges brought about by the Covid-19 pandemic. Your prompt
response and dedication were inspirational.
Thank you to our clients and customers for your continued support. We remain committed to constantly
improving our products and services.
We would like to thank our board for their wisdom and guidance – our decision to unbundle Capitec marked
the most significant corporate action in PSG’s history, and that amidst trying circumstances.
Lastly, we would like to thank our loyal shareholders. It was a challenging but successful year, and we hope to
continue delivering satisfactory returns for you in future.

KK Combi
Chairman
Stellenbosch
28 May 2021
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Piet Mouton
CEO

Wynand Greeff
CFO

Johan Holtzhausen
Executive

PIC
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